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Report of the Commission Appointed to Inquire Into the Indian Currency 1893

history book

History of India 1943

the economic liberalization of india changes in global structures and the rapid emergence of india on the global landscape

have been accompanied by the dramatic rise in popular public and elite discourses that offer the promise to imagine india

written mostly in the future tense these discourses conceive of india through specific frames of global change and

simultaneously offer prescriptive suggestions for the pathways to fulfilling the vision both as summary accounts of the shifts

taking place in india and in the relationships of india with other global actors as well as roadmaps for the immediate and

longer term directions for india these discourses offer meaningful entry points into elite imaginations of india engaging these

imaginations creates a framework for understanding the tropes that are mobilized in support of specific policy formulations in

economic political cultural and social spheres connecting meanings within networks of power and structure help make sense

of the symbolic articulations of india within material relationships

Imagining India in Discourse 2017-01-02

cliché and reality are rooted in india s long history no invader or british raj is ruling us we have our own government but are

we anywhere near to what we were in our glorious past if mohenjo daro and harappa had highly precise science of civil

engineering and architecture then why can t we have clean and orderly cities now where people can live with basic dignity

without unruly traffic and filthy streets if megasthenese said that in india thefts were extremely rare that indians honoured

truth as a virtue why today even after paying a bribe one is unsure if his work gets done if marco polo rated indians to be the

best merchants in the world and the most truthful then why in these times we think of our politicians industrialists and

bureaucrats as self servers obstructive corrupt and always blocking the economic reforms if we were straight forward if it was

love of truth and justice that indians were known for then why can t we insist loudly and clearly and courageously to defend

our claim if no one ever accused us of falsehood then why can t we redeem that same rule of law and decency why is there

such deep rooted corruption and why an ever pervasive flair for free riding why are we ever ready to blame anyone but

ourselves for our collective plight how where what went wrong will our grandchildren also inherit a corrupt and inefficient

system of governance is it that words come easier to us actions come harder if as people of one nation we have lost our

sensitivity to the misery and mediocrity around us then what value system we are passing on to the next generation

scepticism oppression and corruption sometimes questions are too complicated especially if we fear the answers sometimes

the worst battle we have to fight is between what we know and what we feel

Live for India 1814

this book is a study of the pre colonial and transitional phase of india s monetary and commerical history with special

reference to bengal and brings into focus the changes that were brought about by the colonial rule it emphasises that there

were considerable elements of conflict in the process of transition the author argues is the disappearance of the humble

currency media and the eclipse of the autonomy of the rural economy reasons for which need to be carefully examined
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Tracts, Historical and Statistical, on India 1887

this book is primarily meant for the general public and students who desire to understand the history and culture of india it is

the product of a joint venture undertaken by a group of historians who do not go by conformist views but by critical objective

and analytical assessment of events and developments in accordance with the methodical discipline of scientific research

Allen's Indian mail and register of intelligence for British and foreign India 2007

a riveting family portrait of four generations of jewish women from calcutta

Money and Markets from Pre-colonial to Colonial India 2003-12-01

this is a pioneering study based on original sources of the least researched aspect of keynes namely the crucial formative

role of his indian connection in the making of keynes as an economist and policy maker it analyses the interaction of indian

experience on keynes s thought and work and of keynes on indian economic thought and policy

A Comprehensive History of India: Comprehensive history of medieval India 2003

reprint of the original from 1920

Jewish Portraits, Indian Frames 1990-01-22

the definitive history of humanity s search to find its place within the universe north charts the history of astronomy and

cosmology from the paleolithic period to the present day

Keynes and India 2012

anglo indians form the human legacy created and left behind on the indian subcontinent by european imperialism when

independence was achieved from the british raj in 1947 an exodus numbering an estimated 50 000 emigrated to great britain

between 1948 62 under the terms of the british nationality act of 1948 but sixty odd years after their resettlement in britain the

first wave anglo indian immigrant community continues to remain obscure among india s global diaspora this book examines

and critiques the convoluted routes of adaptation and assimilation employed by immigrant anglo indians in the process of

finding their niche within the context of globalization in contemporary multi cultural britain as they progressed from immigrants

to settlers they underwent a cultural metamorphosis the homogenizing labyrinth of ethnic cultures through which they

negotiated their way indian anglo indian then anglo saxon effaced difference but created yet another hybrid identity british

anglo indianness through meticulous ethnographic field research conducted amidst the community in britain over a decade

rochelle almeida provides evidence that immigrant anglo indians remain on the cultural periphery despite more than half a

century indeed it might be argued that they have attained virtual invisibility in having created an altogether interesting new

amalgamated sub culture in the uk this christian minority has ceased to be counted both among south asia s diaspora and

within mainstream britain through a critical scrutiny of multi ethnic anglophone literature and cinema the modes and methods

they employed in seeking integration and the reasons for their near invisibility in britain as an immigrant south asian
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community are closely examined in this much needed volume

Hellenism in Ancient India 2008-07-15

best selling book for clat ug exam with objective type questions as per the latest syllabus given by the consortium of national

law universities nlus compare your performance with other students using smart answer sheets in edugorilla s clat ug exam

practice kit clat ug exam preparation kit comes with 20 tests 8 mock tests 10 sectional tests 2 previous year papers with the

best quality content increase your chances of selection by 14x clat ug exam prep kit comes with well structured and 100

detailed solutions for all the questions clear exam with good grades using thoroughly researched content by experts

Cosmos 2017-04-26

illuminates the thrilling possibilities of female grassroots activism in india through the story of sampat pal and her pink gang

Britain's Anglo-Indians 2022-08-03

reprint of the original first published in 1859

CLAT UG Exam Preparation Book 2022 | 1800+ Solved Questions (8 Full-length

Mock Tests + 10 Sectional Tests + 2 Previous Year Papers) 1857

a study with a foreword by r wadia

The History of India 2013

aus einer globalen perspektive werden entwicklung und funktion der erinnerung an den holocaust in nationalen und

regionalen kontexten untersucht die erinnerung an den holocaust ist zentraler bestandteil des historischen bewusstseins und

der politischen kultur im wiedervereinigten deutschland in israel und in den usa doch lässt sich das auch für andere teile der

welt so sagen wie haben sich gesellschaften die nicht von besatzung und vernichtungsmaßnahmen des ns regimes betroffen

waren mit dem erbe des holocaust auseinandergesetzt wie haben minderheiten mit einer eigenen verfolgungserfahrung auf

konkrete erinnerungsakte reagiert wie wirkt sich der demografische wandel auf die erinnerung aus in welcher form haben sich

einwanderer mit der zentralen bedeutung des holocaust auseinandergesetzt aus einer globalen perspektive und in

unterschiedlichen nationalen und regionalen kontexten analysieren internationale experten den weltweiten wandel des

holocaust gedenkens die insgesamt vierzehn fallbeispiele konzentrieren sich auf die genese und die funktionen des

gedenkens in europa nord und südamerika israel nordafrika südafrika und asien im band werden widersprüche und

herausforderungen in einem prozess aufgespürt und diskutiert der häufig als globalisierung oder universalisierung des

holocaust gedenkens bezeichnet wird
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Pink Sari Revolution: A Tale of Women and Power in India 2022-09-18

this book looks at adaptations translations and performance of shakespeare s productions in india from the mid 18th century

when british officers in india staged shakespeare s plays along with other english playwrights for entertainment through

various indian adaptations of his plays during the colonial period to post independence period it studies shakespeare in

bengali and parsi theatre at length other theatre traditions such as marathi kannada malayalam and hindi have been included

the book dwells on the fascinating story of the languages of india that have absorbed shakespeare s work and have

transformed the original educated indian s shakespeare into the popular shakespeare practice of the 19th and 20th centuries

and the unique urban folkish tradition in postcolonial india

The Journal of the Indian Archipelago and Eastern Asia 1988

chinese invasion over tibet had major impacts on the geopolitics in the himalayan region the political asylum that india gave

to dalai lama and tibetan refugees had complicated the relations between india and china significantly in this context this book

broadly discusses the historical background of the tibetan issue and also tibet issue as a factor in india china relations during

the post british period the book also focuses on the tibetan government in exile a government without a state and its activities

how do the exile government functioning in indian territory impact india china relations at this point of time is something

interesting which this book looks into

Indian Caste System 1776

at the time of attainment of independence the indian economy was in a bad shape centuries of exploitative rule by the british

had drained india of its wealth the realization of the need for resurrecting the indian economy had dawned upon our leaders

even before independence the national planning committee npc was constituted in 1938 to study various aspects of economic

development after independence the planning commission was set up in 1950 to assess the country s needs for material

capital and formulate economic plans during the initial years of planning major thrust was to develop heavy and basic

industries to reduce the country s dependence on import of machinery and equipment and initiate self sustained long term

growth the progress under the nehru mahalanobis model of growth which continued upto the 1980s was slow the 1990s saw

major shifts in economic policies with the introduction of privatization and liberalization in the form of industrial delicensing

and opening up of indian economy to international trade the economic reforms together with the adoption of new technologies

and building up of infrastructure have led to a high annual gdp growth rate of over eight per cent for the last three years

nearly all economic indicators are in the positive zone paradoxically however the country is experiencing shortages in

amenities infrastructure and essential services the basic objectives of alleviation of poverty generation of adequate

employment opportunities and removal of inequalities of income and wealth have not been realized growth is by and large

confined to our urban areas the book studies the structure and features of indian economy and analyses all the important

issues relating thereto it includes latest facts and figures it will be useful to the economists government executives

parliamentarians and legislators to frame effective policies the coverage and treatment of the subject will immensely help

students of economics and the aspiring candidates of various competitive examinations
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A Philosophical and Political History of the Settlements and Trade of the Europeans

in the East and West Indies. Translated from the French of the Abbé Resnal, by J.

Justamond 2017-02-27

a highly original study of newspaper cartoons throughout india s history and culture and their significance for the world today

Holocaust Memory in a Globalizing World 2021-12-30

this book is a systematic narrative tracking the colonial language policies and acts responsible for the creation of a sense of

self identity and culminating in the evolution of nationalistic fervor in colonial india british policy on language for administrative

use and as a weapon to rule led to the parallel development of indian vernaculars poets novelists writers and journalists

produced great and fascinating work that conditioned and directed india s path to independence the book presents a

theoretical proposition arguing that language as identity is a colonial construct in india and demonstrates this by tracing the

events policies and changes that led to the development and churning up of indian national sentiments and attitudes it is a

testimony of india s linguistic journey from a british colony to a modern state demonstrating that language as basis of identity

was a colonial construct in modern india the book asserts that any in depth understanding of identity and politics in

contemporary india remains incomplete without looking at colonial policies on language and education from which the multiple

discourses on self and belonging in modern india emanated

Shakespeare and Indian Theatre 1862

when electronic digital computers first appeared after world war ii they appeared as a revolutionary force business

management the world of work administrative life the nation state and soon enough everyday life were expected to change

dramatically with these machines use ever since diverse prophecies of computing have continually emerged through to the

present day as computing spread beyond the us and uk such prophecies emerged from strikingly different economic political

and cultural conditions this volume explores how these expectations differed assesses unexpected commonalities and

suggests ways to understand the divergences and convergences this book examines thirteen countries based on source

material in ten different languages the effort of an international team of scholars in addition to analyses of debates political

changes and popular speculations we also show a wide range of pictorial representations of the future with computers

Reports from Committees 2017-04-15

mj akbar is among those who have made a significant impact on indian society by their writing whether as authors or editors

founder and editor in chief of the seminal newsmagazine sunday in 1976 and the telegraph in 1982 he revolutionized indian

journalism in the 1970s and 80s in the 1990s he launched the asian age a multi edition daily that once again had substantive

impact on the profession he has also served as the editorial director of india today headlines today and as the editor of the

deccan chronicle and the sunday guardian mj as he is popularly known first entered public life in 1989 when he was elected

to the lok sabha he went back to media in 1993 and returned to the political area in 2014 when he joined the bharatiya janata

party bjp and became the party s national spokesperson during the 2014 campaign led by prime minister narendra modi in
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july 2016 he was named the minister of state for external affairs by prime minister modi his seven books have achieved great

international acclaim india the siege within nehru the making of india riot after riot kashmir behind the vale the shade of

swords jihad and the conflict between islam and christianity tinderbox the past and future of pakistan and blood brothers his

only work of fiction in addition there have been four collections of his columns reportage and essays

Tibet Factor in India-China Relations 2008

this book presents a reasonably comprehensive account of the development of the indian english novel since independence

the novel during the colonial period has a different outlook and was more concerned with the problems of the indian people

suffering under the british yoke after independence the indian writers looked at the indian scene from the postcolonial point of

view there were new hopes no doubt but the problems social economic religious political and familial that were submerged in

the flood of the national movement emerged and drew attention of the creative writers the partition the communal riots after

partition the problem of casteism the subjugation of women the poverty of the illiterate masses became the focal points mulk

raj anand raja rao r k narayan nayantara sahgal and kamala markandaya in the beginning wrote novels of social realism in

the fifties but after the sixties new trends emerged writers like anita desai ruth prawer jhabvala bhabani bhattacharya g v

desani chaman nahal manohar malgonkar and b rajan portrayed the picture of the post independence indian society the

stream of the early fifties now turned into a broad river with new currents and cross currents the old traditional method of

novel writing gave way to modern techniques the indian english novel took further strides in the eighties and the decades that

followed it salman rushdie can be said to be the leader of the new trend shashi deshpande and arundhati roy followed suit

this book divided into six chapters surveys and discusses the major trends in the post independence indian english novel the

major writers discussed apart from the trio r k narayan raja rao and mulk raj anand are bhabani bhattacharya nayantara

sahgal ruth prawer jhabvala anita desai arundhati roy and kamala markandaya this book will be of immense help to the

students of indian english fiction and the general reader

Indian Economy 1858

india is undergoing massive urbanization the future form of indian cities in terms of urban planning and design is most urgent

a study of the key historical moments from the point of view of urban development is thus important with case studies from

the time cities originated in the indian subcontinent and hand drawn illustrations of these cities till the ones in recent times the

author discusses the last two hundred years of urban development in india with emphasis on the overall structure of the city

its nature of public places institutions and housing

Journal 2014-10-02

a medical sociologist with a historian s obsession with detail and documentation poonam bala tenaciously follows the

developmental trajectory of medical pluralism in india with a keen eye to the dynamic social production of health and healing

systems as social systems practices and technologies of power covering a broad swathe of history this book explores how a

turbulently emerging indian state with shifting alliances and evolving rules ideologies with the accompanying emergence of

class and caste identities and opportunities gave rise to a particular growth of scientific and specifically medical traditions in

india as a set of healing practices a literary art and a cultural knowledge base india s medical traditions represent an
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acculturated product of competing ideologies and the expression of contested state and social and religious policies over time

bala focuses on the power of state intervention and multiple levels of patronage to shape medical practice and theory and in

turn india s very history

Caricaturing Culture in India 2017-11-15

in the latter part of the nineteenth century the royal status of indian princes was under threat in what became a critical period

of transition from traditional to imperial rule weakened by treaties concluded with the british earlier in the century the rulers

were subject to a concentrated campaign by british officials to turn palace life into a westernised construct of morality rules

and regulations young heirs to the throne were exposed to a western education to encourage their enthusiasm for changes in

the princely environment at the same time bureaucracies constructed on the british indian model were introduced to promote

good government in many cases royal practice and authority were sacrificed in the urgency to install efficient and accountable

methods of administration adult rulers were frequently sidelined in the intricacies of state politics and the traditional princely

power base was steadily eroded using the framework of a princely life cycle this book evaluates british policy towards the

princes during the period 1858 1909 within this framework caroline keen examines disputed successions to indian thrones the

reaction of young rulers to a western education princely marriages and the empowerment of royal women the administration

of states and efforts to alter court hierarchy and ritual to conform to strict british bureaucratic guidelines a recurring theme is

the frequently incompatible relationship between british officials posted to the states and their superiors within the government

of india rarely examined archival material is used to provide a detailed analysis of policy making which deals with british

procedure at all levels of officialdom for scholars and researchers of south asian and british imperial history this book casts

new light upon a highly significant phase of imperial development and makes a major contribution to the understanding of the

operation of indirect rule under the raj

Language as Identity in Colonial India 2022-12-14

south asian history has enjoyed a remarkable renaissance over the past thirty years its historians are not only producing new

ways of thinking about the imperial impact and legacy on south asia but also helping to reshape the study of imperial history

in general the essays in this collection address a number of these important developments delineating not only the

complicated interplay between imperial rulers and their subjects in india but also illuminating the economic political

environmental social cultural ideological and intellectual contexts which informed and were in turn informed by these

interactions particular attention is paid to a cluster of binary oppositions that have hitherto framed south asian history namely

colonizer colonized imperialism nationalism and modernity tradition and how new analytical frameworks are emerging which

enable us to think beyond the constraints imposed by these binaries closer attention to regional dynamics as well as to wider

global forces has enriched our understanding of the history of south asia within a wider imperial matrix previous impressions

of all powerful imperialism with the capacity to reshape all before it for good or ill are rejected in favour of a much more

nuanced image of imperialism in india that acknowledges the impact as well as the intentions of colonialism but within a much

more complicated historical landscape where other processes are at work
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Prophets of Computing 2018-02-08

a journey into today s india through essays photography and more shortlisted for a 2022 edward stanford travel writing award

since its earliest interactions with the west india has been the object of a gross misinterpretation a vague association with

ideas of peace spiritualism the magic of the fakirs constantly reframed and mythologized by westerners fleeing their

supposedly rationalist societies india continues to fascinate with its millennia old history shrines on every street corner ancient

beliefs and rituals and unique linguistic and cultural diversity today this picture is mixed with that of a society changing at a

frenetic pace and at the forefront of the digital revolution a shining india of dynamic fast expanding megalopolises yet these

success stories coexist with the daily plight of the large section of its population without access to drinking water or a toilet

with a rural economy still employing the majority of its over 1 3 billion inhabitants that depends on monsoons for irrigation and

is threatened by climate change the greatest democratic experiment ever attempted india remains plagued by one of the

vilest forms of class and racial discrimination the caste system exacerbated by the hindu nationalist regime all things

considered though it s hard to find a more dynamic and optimistic country or as arundhati roy puts it a more irredeemably

chaotic people this volume aims to depict india s chaos and its contradictions its terror and its joy from the struggle of the

kashmiris to that of non believers hated by all religious sects from the dances of the hijra in koovagam to the success of the

wrestler vinesh phogat a symbol of the women who seek to free themselves from the oppressive patriarchal mores despite

the obstacles and steps back india continues its journey on the long path toward freedom and toward ending poverty for

some of the world s most destitute included are writings on caste yesterday today and tomorrow by arundhati roy the

invention of hindu nationalism by prem shankar jha no country for women by tishani doshi plus the grand ambitions of the

world s most underrated space program bollywood s obsession with swiss landscapes an ode to bengali food eagerly

awaiting the monsoon the wrestler tackling stereotypes and much more these books are so rich and engrossing that it is

rewarding to read them even when one is stuck at home the times literary supplement

India: The Seige Within 2003

an exploration of 99 classic myths of india from an entirely non western paradigm that provides a fresh understanding of the

hindu spiritual landscape compares and contrasts indian mythology with the stories of the bible ancient egypt greece

scandinavia and mesopotamia looks at the evolution of indian narratives and their interpretations over the millennia

demonstrates how the mythology rituals and art of ancient india are still vibrant today and inform the contemporary generation

from the blood letting kali to the mysterious ganesha the hindu spiritual landscape is populated by characters that find no

parallel in the western spiritual world indian mythology explores the rich tapestry of these characters within 99 classic myths

showing that the mythological world of india can be best understood when we move away from a western monotheistic

mindset and into the polytheistic world of hindu traditions featuring 48 artistic renderings of important mythological figures

from across india the author unlocks the mysteries of the narratives rituals and artwork of ancient india to reveal the tension

between world affirming and world rejecting ideas between conformism and contradiction between shiva and vishnu krishna

and rama gauri and kali this groundbreaking book opens the door to the unknown and exotic providing a glimpse into the rich

mythic tradition that has empowered millions of human beings for centuries
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Major Trends in the Post-independence Indian English Fiction 2023-09-15

this book takes a journey into the new and exciting created by a the wave of indian comedians today described affectionately

here as the new indian nuttahs and looks at what these tell us about identity indianness censorship feminism diaspora and

millennial india it provides a unique analysis into the growing phenomenon of internet comedy and into a dimension of indian

popular culture which has long been dominated by the traditional film and television industries through a mixture of close

textual readings of online comedy videos and interviews with content creators and consumers in india this book provides a

fresh perspective on comedy studies in its approach to a global south context from a sociocultural perspective as a protean

form of new media this has opened up new avenues of articulation identification and disidentification and as such this book

makes a further contribution to south asian communication media cultural studies

History of Urban Form of India 2007

from the cinema to the recording studio to public festival grounds the range and sonic richness of indian cultures can be

heard across the subcontinent sound articulates communal difference and embodies specific identities for multiple publics this

diversity of sounds has been and continues to be crucial to the ideological construction of a unifying postcolonial indian nation

state indian sound cultures indian sound citizenship addresses the multifaceted roles sound plays in indian cultures and

media and enacts a sonic turn in south asian studies by understanding sound in its own social and cultural contexts scapes

sites and circulations considers the spatial and circulatory ways in which sound happens in and around indian sound cultures

including diasporic cultures voice emphasizes voices that embody a variety of struggles and ambiguities particularly around

gender and performance finally cinema sound make specific arguments about film sound in the indian context from the

earliest days of talkie technology to contemporary hindi films and experimental art installations integrating interdisciplinary

scholarship at the nexus of sound studies and south asian studies by questions of nation nationalism postcolonialism cinema

and popular culture in india indian sound cultures indian sound citizenship offers fresh and sophisticated approaches to the

sonic world of the subcontinent

Medicine and Medical Policies in India 2012-09-05

Princely India and the British 2012-10-04

India and the British Empire 2021-03-23

The Passenger: India 1995

Ancient India 2003-04-24
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Indian Mythology 1815

The Old and New Testaments Connected in the History of the Jews and

Neighbouring Nations 2018-09-19

New Indian Nuttahs 2020-05-14

Indian Sound Cultures, Indian Sound Citizenship
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